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In Internet of Things (IoT) sensory environment Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are connected to the

Internet through gateways and this gives birth to many real time sensor based applications. Applications

from Internet querying for Spatio-temporal information within WSN may require query decomposition.

Decomposition of queries may result in tasks having similar functional and Quality of Service (QoS) re- 

quirements. Thus pre-processing the tasks results in decreased number of task executions within WSN

as compared to executing tasks individually. Moreover prior knowledge of sensor nodes’ residual energy

can help in deciding if a task can be scheduled for its successful completion. Existing energy monitoring

protocols in WSNs incur considerable amount of message traffic and energy. Thus an Energy Monitoring

System (EMS) that works on reduced message traffic and yet provide the correct energy information will

be of great value. This paper proposes Task Requirements Aware Pre-processing and Scheduling (TRAPS)

mechanism comprising a task pre-processor, EMS and scheduler within the gateway. The scheduler allo- 

cates the best available sensor nodes to the incoming tasks while meeting their QoS requirement. Task

pre-processor and EMS are tested individually to measure the key performance metrics that include num- 

ber of tasks entering WSN and energy information prediction accuracy respectively. Further the perfor- 

mance evaluation of TRAPS is extended to study its effects on various network parameters. It is found

that TRAPS outperforms the findings of recent research on task scheduling in IoT sensory environments

in terms of the identified network performance metrics.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Research in the WSNs has mainly focused on MAC protocol,

outing protocol and location management of the sensor nodes.

nternetworking between WSN and Internet; and enabling appli-

ations to handle the sensed information is going to be the fu-

ure of ubiquitous computing. Research related to this is divided

nto two fields. One is the gateway-based which is performed by

ateway located between the WSN and the Internet; the other is

verlaying-based integration which is performed by overlay net-

orks constructed on either the WSNs or the Internet [19] . 

In IoT sensory environment, applications on Internet query 1 for

 variety of physical quantities in Spatio-temporal domain. Exten-

ive interaction between applications from the Internet and sen-

ors is the next big thing in the era of Internet where smart

evices (sensors and RFIDs) will get connected to the Internet
∗ Corresponding author.

E-mail address: bharti.sourabh90@gmail.com (S. Bharti).
1 The term “query” is an abstract used at application level which further decom- 

osed into network level tasks.
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1–4] . Being an advancement in the technology, IoT offers many

hallenges for researchers in both academia and industry. One of

hose challenges is to manage WSNs to process queries by Internet

pplications. For instance, in a simplistic scenario of intense aqua-

ulture, the application on Internet may query for the information

bout the dissolved oxygen concentration in different parts of the

ond. Such a query can be characterized as Spatio-temporal since

he oxygen concentration can vary from one part of the pond to

he other and may change over time. However, a complex query

an have multiple tasks to be executed in WSN. These tasks may

ave specific functional and QoS requirements. In the above sce-

ario, the required service (oxygen concentration) from the target

ocation and the information bits required are the functional re-

uirements whereas maximum tolerable delay is the QoS require-

ent associated with the task. Since the given network technol-

gy has its own resource constraints, meeting application require-

ents while carefully managing the constrained resources is the

oremost challenge. Grouping of tasks having similar requirements

nd injecting the selected ones into WSN conserves network re-

ources. Further, scheduling them on the most appropriate sen-

or nodes leads to their successful completion. Moreover, in IoT
are pre-processing and Scheduling for IoT sensory environments, 
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Fig. 1. Proposed WSN gateway design.
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scenario, downstream traffic dominates the regular upstream traf-

fic which is not the case in standalone WSNs. Effective resource

management to increase network lifetime, fulfilling QoS require-

ments of incoming tasks and most importantly efficient scheduling

of tasks to avoid execution redundancy and reduce the resulting

inter-node communication are the key issues in such scenario. To

meet the above requirements, this paper proposes an enhancement

in the existing gateway architecture by introducing a task pre-

processor and energy monitoring system. Fig 1. depicts the func-

tional architecture of such a gateway. Efficient gateway design is

an established research problem in distributed computing where

various resource management techniques have been proposed. The

research related to scheduling of tasks in WSNs [5–8] primarily fo-

cus on selecting suitable nodes to satisfy the QoS requirements. 

TRAPS in the gateway ( Fig. 1 ) consists of a task pre-processor

module (responsible for gathering the requirements of incoming

tasks and further classifying the tasks based on their require-

ments), an EMS module (for monitoring the residual energy of sen-

sor nodes) and a scheduler module (to schedule the tasks). We

propose a concept of Critical Covering Tasks (CCT) set that rep-

resents the subset of a group of tasks sharing similar spatial re-

quirements. Subsequently, leader(s) are selected from each CCT set

and scheduled to be serviced by sensor nodes. This reduction in

the number of tasks has a direct consequence on network parame-

ters. The decision for selecting potential sensor node from a set of

nodes is based on its sensory capability and residual energy. The

scheduler maintains the location and capability of sensor nodes

in the network while EMS provides residual energy information.

The EMS is designed around providing energy information of nodes

with no message exchange in the network. 
Please cite this article as: S. Bharti, K.K. Pattanaik, Task requirement aw
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Rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses

he related work. Section 3 describes the problem formulation. The

echanism design and correctness of its modules is discussed in

ections 4 and 5 respectively. Experiment design and evaluation of

he overall system is presented in Section 6 followed by the con-

lusion and future scope in Section 7 . 

. Related work

Task scheduling is an established research area in parallel and

istributed computing paradigm. IoT offers different set of chal-

enges in this context. Task scheduling in IoT sensory environment

equires minimizing the resource consumption since it consists of

onstrained devices such as sensors and RFIDs. Thus any mecha-

ism developed for such environments should complement to the

xisting mechanisms for increasing network lifetime and reduc-

ng inter-node communication. Moreover such mechanisms should

lso be light weight. The energy management system proposed in

5] for efficient duty cycling of sensor nodes focuses on selecting

ritical sensors for a given task on the basis of their residual energy

evels. In their work, a new concept of Quality of Information (QoI)

ware sensor to task relevancy is proposed to measure the sensory

apabilities of sensor nodes against tasks’ QoS requirements. More-

ver energy management decision is made at run time in order

o ensure the fairness in task distribution. Task transition is mod-

led using Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC) which models the

hanges in the incoming tasks in order to wake up corresponding

ensor nodes. 
are pre-processing and Scheduling for IoT sensory environments, 
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Table 1

Key issues addressed in recent research.

Mechanism Information sharing

among applications

Sensor energy state

information

gathering

Fair task allocation

QoI [5] No No Yes

UMADE [15] No No No

MARAEE [20] Yes Yes (incurs

message/energy

overhead)

No

SACHSEN [14] Yes Yes (incurs

message/energy

overhead)

No

TRAPS Yes Yes (no

message/energy

overhead)

Yes
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In [6] a modular approach for scheduling the tasks is followed

o satisfy the energy, delay and reliability requirements using dif-

erent priority level queues. 

A cross layer solution in [7] for QoS aware scheduling argues

hat QoS management in IoT is still poorly studied [8] and new

oS attributes are proposed such as information accuracy, required

nergy consumption and coverage for IoT sensory environments. In

his work, decision making processes for QoS are proposed at each

ayer. A new layer: sensing layer and its QoS attributes are pro-

osed whereas QoS attributes at application and network layer are

easured with the traditional QoS attributes. Sensing layer does

he task of selecting appropriate resources for the incoming tasks. 

[9] discusses the task mapping problem that addresses finding

he best way to allocate the tasks to sensor nodes. In [14,20] , an

fficient resource allocation mechanism is proposed in which the

pplications’ requirements are classified on the basis of data ac-

uracy and network lifetime. The scheduling decision is composed

f selecting candidate nodes followed by best candidate selection.

etwork lifetime based applications are scheduled on sensors pro-

iding minimum energy consumption while precision based ap-

lications are scheduled on sensors with high sensing accuracy.

oreover candidate sensors are selected by considering their lo-

ations, sensing ranges and the spatial requirements of tasks. The

esidual energy levels of candidate nodes are not taken into con-

ideration which is an important decision parameter. As a result,

he QoS requirements of an ongoing task is affected in the event

f insufficient residual energy [18] . 

IoT sensory environments may be required to host tasks from

nternet with soft and strict temporal requirements. Tasks can in-

olve internode communication among resource constrained sen-

or nodes affecting the overall service cost. In most of the research

n task scheduling, each task is allocated to a node on the ba-

is of its capability and enough residual energy to run the task

o its completion. This may cause a sensor node getting selected

epeatedly by scheduler, eventually leading to node’s death. Allow-

ng such failures can cause energy holes in the network and can

ead to network disconnection. We define capability of a sensor

ode as its ability to sense a given physical quantity and its abil-

ty in terms of enough residual energy to run a task to its suc-

essful completion. TRAPS mechanism distributes the tasks among

ultiple sensor nodes in proportion to their residual energy levels.

able 1 shows the key issues addressed in recent research on task

llocation. 

Most of the related research on IoT sensory environments fo-

us on minimizing overall energy consumption and scheduler level

echanisms. Such scheduling mechanisms treat each incoming

ask independently causing redundant computations and intern-

de communication. Sharing of sensed information among tasks

ith similar QoS requirements is mentioned in [14] but authors
Please cite this article as: S. Bharti, K.K. Pattanaik, Task requirement aw
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rovide no description about its functioning. In this paper, we

ropose a task clustering mechanism that identifies and groups

he tasks based on similar functional requirements (mainly spa-

ial, serv ice _ type and temporal requirements). Leader(s) from each

roup is selected and scheduled for execution. We name this pro-

ess as task pre-processing. This process reduces the redundant

asks entering into the network and as a result, overall network

raffic is reduced. The proposed task clustering mechanism is the

rst of its kind in the literature to the best of our knowledge. 

Another important problem the paper tackles is the increased

etwork traffic due to energy information shared between the sen-

ors and gateway. Most of the recent research in this field as-

umes that gateway has the residual energy information of all sen-

or nodes which is possible if sensor nodes send their residual en-

rgy information to the gateway either periodically or on demand.

his information exchange introduces additional message traffic re-

ulting in energy depletion of sensor nodes. In order to minimize

he energy information message exchange overhead, we propose

n energy state prediction mechanism based on DTMC that results

n efficient estimation of sensor nodes energy levels without any

essage exchange. The proposed mechanism is built into EMS and

upplies nodes’ energy information when needed by the scheduler.

. Problem formulation

This paper considers sensing tasks which are injected into the

etwork to monitor the environment. Such tasks trigger the sen-

ors to sense and route the required environmental parameter

ithout involving any computation on data. In context of this

ork, tasks are independent execution entities which may have

imilar functional requirements [20] . Two different applications in-

eracting with WSN have the following requirements, for exam-

le: The query from fire detection application is composed of three

asks to gather the temperature, smoke and pressure data respec-

ively from a given location. Another application queries for the

isibility parameter consists of a task to measure the visibility of

he same given location and the required serv ice _ type of this task

s to gather the smoke data. In this case, both the applications have

wo tasks (smoke data gathering) with similar serv ice _ type and lo-

ation. 

We characterize a task as a 4-tuple 〈 serv ice _ type, in f o _ bits,

 

T i 
spat , R 

T i 
temp 〉 where serv ice _ type denotes the augmented physical

uantities temperature, humidity etc, in f o _ bits is the number of

its information required, R 
T i 
spat is the required geographical (spatial

equirement) location associated with the task, R 
T i 
temp is the time

eriod in which the task should be completed (temporal require-

ent). 

In this section, we formulate the problem of task scheduling

ith the objective of minimizing the network traffic and energy

onsumption in WSN. 

Summary of important symbols

Ti a sample i from task set

R T i temp , R 
T i 
spat temporal and spatial requirements of Ti

r Ti composite requirements of Ti

Si set of incoming tasks

S C C Ts critical covering tasks set

L C C Ts leader(s) of a critical covering tasks set

T iC C Ts task i of a critical covering tasks set

T iSi
task i of incoming tasks set Si

di delay bound of task i

( continued on next page )
are pre-processing and Scheduling for IoT sensory environments, 
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Algorithm 1: Task pre-processor. 

begin 

1. Requirements = RequirementGathering(T asks )

2. if Requirements == Negotiable then

if Requirements == Time critical then
send to scheduler 

end 

else 
construct CCTs 

select leaders among CCTs 

send to scheduler 
end 

end 

3. else
send to scheduler

end 

end 

Fig. 2. Task pre-processor.

Fig. 3. Task classification.
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Summary of important symbols

dist 12 spatial distance between two task groups

d (i, j ) spatial distance between task i and task j

x i 
k 

requested spatial location by task i in k th dimension

P transition probability matrix

Ni sensor node i

p i, j sensor node state transition probability

P i 
slot 

initial state probability matrix of node i in a slot

P 0 initial state probability matrix

p idle , p rcv , p trans probability of a node being in state idle, receiving and

transmitting respectively

E i 
Total 

total energy consumed by node i

E(t) total energy consumed by a node in a slot

E initial energy of a sensor node

N set of sensor nodes

To achieve the set objectives a mapping function �: T i →
N i where T i ∈ S i and N i ∈ N is formulated. After gathering the

requested serv ice _ type and QoS requirements of incoming tasks,

scheduler communicates with EMS (see Fig. 1 ) to get energy state

information about the candidate nodes. 

In this task scheduling problem, the relevancy of a sensor to a

task [5] ( r st ) is measured as a function of sensor capabilities ( c s )

and task’s requirements ( q t ) ( Eq. 1 ). 

r st = f (c s , q t ) ∀ s ∈ N, ∀ t ∈ S i (1)

The relevant sensor nodes are termed as potential nodes. To pro-

long the network lifetime, the task should be distributed among

the potential nodes in proportion to their remaining energy levels.

To ensure fair task distribution the scheduler assigns weights ψ i 

to potential nodes. ψ i is estimated for each potential node dynam-

ically ( Eq. 18 ) based on its residual energy Res i . Finally tasks are

distributed among potential nodes in proportion to their Res i . 

If the total information to be sensed for incoming tasks is s bits

and information to be sensed by a node is s i bits then the objective

function is modeled as: 

maximize : s = 

∑ 

iεN i

ψ i s i , 

subject to: 

Res i ≥ ξ , iεN i (2)

where ψ i s i signifies the amount of information a node i has to

sense. ξ denotes the threshold remaining energy after which the

node will no longer be able to service any task. The system must

establish a trade-off between the QoS requirements of the incom-

ing tasks and the above mentioned optimized energy consumption.

4. Proposed mechanism design

A modular level discussion on the gateway design is presented

in the following. 

4.1. Task pre-processor 

The pre-processor is responsible for tasks’ requirement gather-

ing, classification and leader(s) selection. Algorithm 1 describes

the process of task pre-processing. 

4.1.1. Task requirement gathering 

Task pre-processor extracts required serv ice _ type, in f o _ bits, spa-

tial and temporal requirements from tasks arriving at the gate-

way node (see Fig. 2 ). Tasks can have requirements involving in-

formation from specific geographic locations. Such requirements

are termed as spatial requirements. Similarly delay constraints or
Please cite this article as: S. Bharti, K.K. Pattanaik, Task requirement aw
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nformation at a particular time are termed as temporal require-

ents. The extracted information are then used for task classifica-

ion. 

.1.2. Task classification based on requirements 

Tasks in IoT sensory environments can be Negotiable or Non-

egotiable (see Fig. 3 ). For example one temperature sensing ap-

lication may tolerate a slight deviation in location specific tem-

erature data and delay (termed as negotiable) whereas another

emperature sensing application may not tolerate even a slightest

eviation (termed as non-negotiable). In other words, negotiable

nd non-negotiable tasks have soft real time and hard real time re-

uirements, respectively. Thus tasks can be broadly classified into

our types based on their temporal and spatial requirements. 

Class 1. Both temporal and spatial requirements are negotiable 

Class 2. Temporal requirement is negotiable but spatial require-

ent is non-negotiable 

Class 3. Temporal requirement is non-negotiable but spatial re-

uirement is negotiable 
are pre-processing and Scheduling for IoT sensory environments, 
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i  
Class 4. Both temporal and spatial requirements are non-

egotiable 

Tasks corresponding to Class 3 and 4 are exempted from pre-

rocessing and scheduled directly (see Fig. 2 ) since their temporal

equirements are non-negotiable. Thus the complexity in fulfilling

he requirements increases as we move from Class 1 through 4. 

.1.3. CCTs and leader(s) selection 

In the task pool (see Fig. 2 ), negotiable tasks with same

erv ice _ type are put together in a group and tested for spatial simi-

arity and further grouped where each group consists of tasks with

imilar spatial requirements. These groups of tasks are called as

CT sets. We introduce the concept of CCT sets whose formation is

olely based on the spatial requirements of the tasks. In order to

nclude the temporal requirement of tasks, we select leader(s) from

ach CCT set. Leader(s) are the tasks from CCT set having strictest

emporal requirements. For example, a CCT set having four tasks

 T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , T 4 } with delay requirements in time units as { R 1 temp <

 , R 2 temp < 4 , R 3 temp < 5 , R 4 temp < 2 } respectively. Here, task T 4 is the

eader in the CCT set since it has the strictest delay requirement.

CT sets and leader(s) are formally defined as follows. 

efinition 1. CCTs contain tasks which cover nearly all spatial re-

uirements but not necessarily the temporal requirements of the

asks belonging to that group. 

If S i represents a set consists of n tasks T 1 T 2 .. T n ; requirements

f a task T i can be represented by Eq. 3 as a function of its tempo-

al and spatial requirements 

 

T i = f (R 

T i 
spat , R 

Ti

temp ) ∀ T i ∈ S i (3)

CTs are represented by Eqs. 4 and 5 as a set S CCTs = T 1 , T 2 , .., T m 

 S i where 1 ≤ m ≤ n . 

 

S C C Ts 

spat 
 R 

S i 
spat (4) 

 

S C C Ts 

temp � = R 

S i 
temp (5) 

t is assumed that more than one task may require the informa-

ion about the same location(spatial requirements) within a delay

ound(temporal requirements). 

efinition 2. Leaders are those tasks which impose the strictest

emporal requirements among all tasks belonging to CCTs. 

Leader(s) of a S CCT set having m tasks with delay bounds

 

1 
temp � d 1 , R 

2 
temp � d 2 , .., R 

m 

temp � d m 

is represented by Eq. 6 . 

 C C Ts = T i C C Ts such that d i = min { d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d m 

} (6)

ince leaders(s) impose strictest delay bound, they assure to get

he required information within specified delay bound defined by

he tasks belonging to corresponding CCT set. 

To construct CCT sets initially the incoming n tasks are divided

nto n groups where each group contains a single task. Since CCT

et construction is solely based on the spatial requirements of the

asks, we consider a two dimension decision space where ( x i , y i )

epresents the coordinates of the required location by T i . 

Eq. 7 estimates the spatial distance between two tasks to check

he closeness of their spatial requirements. 

 ( i, j ) = 

√√ √ √ 

2 ∑
k =1

(
x i 

k 
− x j

k

x max 
k 

− x min 
k 

)2 

(7) 

here x i 
k 

and x
j 

k 
are the required locations by T i and T j respectively

n k th dimension and the denominator term x max 
k

− x min 
k

is used for

ormalization. A bottom up hierarchical clustering [11,12,17] ap-

roach is used to cluster the similar tasks. We used method pro-

osed in [16] to determine the number of clusters ( K ) for a given
Please cite this article as: S. Bharti, K.K. Pattanaik, Task requirement aw
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ata set. In our case 1 ≤ K ≤ n where n is the total number of

asks. Small value of K represents all the tasks have the same spa-

ial requirement. Equation 9 (see Algorithm 2 ) is used to estimate

he spatial distance between every pair of groups. Two groups with

inimum spatial distance are merged together. This process con-

inues until the number of groups reaches a predefined value K

hich signifies the desired number of CCT sets. 

A group of tasks with similar spatial requirements are repre-

ented by CCT set given by Eq. 8 . 

 C C Ts = { ( T 1 , T 3 , .., T l ) , ( T 2 , T 6 , .., T n ) , ( T 4 , T 8 , .., T p ) , .. } (8)

he process of leader(s) selection (see Definition 2 ) is carried at

tep 7 in Algorithm 2 . Once the leader(s) are selected, the next

Algorithm 2: CCTs and leader(s) selection 

Data : tasks with QoS requirements 

Result : selected leader(s) 

begin 

1. Choose maximum number of desired groups( K)

2. CurrentGroups = 0

3. Divide N tasks into N groups

4. if N � K then
go to Step 7

end 

5. else
go to Step 6

end 

6. while CurrentGroups != K do
calculate spatial distance between two groups

d ist 12 = 

1 

| G 1 || G 2 |
∑ 

i ∈ G 1 , j∈ G 2 
d (i, j ) ( 9) 

combine two groups with minimum group distance 

CurrentGroups = CurrentGroups+1 

end 

7. Choose leader(s) from every group having strictest

delay bound 

end 

tep is to assign leader(s) to appropriate sensor nodes. The poten-

ial sensor nodes are selected on the basis of their relevancy to

he task (see Section 3 ). Since leader(s) are the tasks executed in

he network on behalf of other members of the CCT set, their fit-

ess is equally important as the sensor to task relevancy ( Eq. 1 ).

he fitness of selected leader(s) is tested with the help of a fitness

unction (see Eq. 10 ). The idea of fitness function is based on to

est the leader(s) about their capability to satisfy the requirements

f the tasks belong to same CCT set. In real time scenario, it may

ot always be the case where a sensor node is deployed exactly at

he required location by the tasks. So the fitness of leader(s) de-

end upon two factors: (1) Its average distance from the potential

ensor nodes ( d a ) and (2) Its minimum tolerable delay. Based on

hese two factors, the fitness function is defined as 

tness = 

1 

tolerable delay × d a 
(10) 

he above fitness function includes spatial and temporal require-

ents as well. 

.2. Node state modeling and EMS 

The logic for node state modeling is deployed in EMS where

t shares nodes’ energy state information with scheduler. A sensor
are pre-processing and Scheduling for IoT sensory environments, 
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Fig. 4. Sensor node state transition.

Table 2

Node energy state table.

Node E(T 1 ) E(T 2 ) E(T 3 ) E(T 4 ) . . E(T k )

N 1 6 4 0 2 . . 12

N 2 6 3 0 3 . . 9

N 3 6 2 1 3 . . 7

N 4 6 2 1 3 . . 7

. 6 2 1 3 . . 7

N n 6 2 1 3 . . 7
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node can be in either of the three states – idle, receiving and trans-

mitting and node’s state is modeled as DTMC process (see Fig. 4 ).

Eq. 11 represents a node’s transition probability matrix P . 

p i , j denotes the transition probability of a node from state i to

state j . P can be deduced on the basis of a sensor node’s state tran-

sition history or discreet time event simulation. 

P = 

⎛ 

⎝ 

p id le,id le p idle,rcv 0 

p rcv ,idle p rcv ,rcv p rcv ,trans 

p trans,idle p trans,rcv p t rans,t rans 

⎞ 

⎠ (11)

Thus initial state probability matrix P 0 = 

(
p idle p rcv p trans 

)
.

A sensor node’s initial state probability matrix changes accord-

ing to its requirements by the tasks. Let the incoming tasks in

the current slot requires the service of node a . The initial state

probability matrices for nodes i ( = a ) and j ( = b ) becomes P a 
slot 

=(
0 0 . 5 0 . 5 

)
and P b 

slot
= 

(
1 0 0 

)
respectively. Sensor

nodes’ state probability matrix gets updated after every slot ac-

cording to Eq. 12 . 

P a nextslot = P a currentslot × P (12)

Total energy consumption in transmitting, receiving and idle state

can be represented by Eqs. 13 , 14 and 15 respectively;adopted from

[13] . 

E trans = (e t + e r r 
n ) B Joules (13)

E rcv = e r B Joules (14)

E idle = e id Joules (15)

where B is the information bits transmitted/received by a sensor

node. In our case B represents the in f o _ bits required by the task

(see Section 3 ). The energy consumption information along with

node’s state probability matrix enables the EMS compute the total

energy consumed by a node in a slot according to Eq. 16 . 

E i Total =
(

p idle p rcv p trans 

)
×

⎛ 

⎝ 

E idle 

E rcv 

E trans 

⎞ 

⎠ Joules (16)

Where E i 
Total 

represents the total energy consumed by node i in a

slot time. EMS contains a node energy state table ( Table 2 ) where

each row represents respective node’s energy consumption in suc-

cessive slots. 

Generally, piggyback approach is used for energy state informa-

tion exchange. Whereas the EMS mechanism does not require any
Please cite this article as: S. Bharti, K.K. Pattanaik, Task requirement aw
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essage exchange for the nodes’ energy state information gather-

ng. As depicted in [14] the energy consumption of transmitting l -

it data from source to the destination is: 

 tx (l, src, des ) = 

k ∑ 

i =1

E tx (l, d) (17)

here k represents the minimum hop count between source and

estination and l represents the size of the data being transmitted.

hough this approach is far better than the previous research on

nergy information exchange but there is still an energy overhead

ue to the increased l . The energy consumption is a function of k

nd l . In resource constrained environment such as WSN, energy

onsumption due to every bit of communication must be consid-

red [14,20] . By using prediction based approach, we are minimiz-

ng the value of l since only sensed data is being transmitted. This

echanism incurs no energy overhead in gathering energy state

nformation and saves significant energy thus improving network

ifetime. 

.3. Scheduler 

We assume that scheduler has the information about the sensor

odes’ locations and their capabilities. Tasks coming out of the pre-

rocessing module are sent to the scheduler (see Fig. 2 ). On the

asis of tasks’ spatial requirements, scheduler selects the potential

odes which can serve them. Selection of nodes is solely based on

he mapping between tasks’ spatial requirement, nodes geograph-

cal location and their capability. Once the potential nodes are se-

ected, scheduler consults with EMS to get the residual energy in-

ormation about the potential nodes. Residual energy information

lays the key role in task scheduling since if the selected sensor

odes’ residual energy is less compared to the energy required for

ompleting the task, the sensor node dies and the QoS is affected.

o maintain uniformity in residual energy among the nodes, sched-

ler assigns a weight ψ to each potential node ( Eq. 18 ). 

 i = 

φi ∑ N c
i =1 

φi 

(18)

here φi = exp ( 
−Res i 

E ) and �i εN ψ i = 1.

E is the initial energy of a node, Res i is the residual energy of

ode s i , N c represents the total number of potential nodes and ψ i 

epresents the bits of information to be sensed by sensor s i . Sched-

ler assigns the task of sensing bits of information to the potential

odes in proportion to their estimated ψ i values. In other words,

otential nodes having low ψ i values receive tasks that require less

its of information. This approach of task assignment ensures fair

istribution of workload among sensor nodes that avoids the pos-

ibility of node failure due to energy drain and allows successful

ompletion of tasks assigned to them. Algorithm 3 depicts the

teps involved in the scheduling process. After the completion of

he task, all such nodes send the sensed information to the gate-

ay where the received information is consolidated and sent back

o the application according to the requirement. The distribution of

he data required by different applications is handled by gateway. 

.4. Sensed data distribution 

Distribution of information fetched by leader(s) among the

asks within the corresponding CCT set(s) is performed at the gate-

ay and the process is exemplified with the help of an example.

et us consider fire detection and visibility measurement as the

wo applications ( A and B respectively) consisting of different tasks

o be performed at the same location (spatial aspect) with in the

ensor network. Fire detection application has three tasks ( A 1 , A 2 ,

 ) of sensing temperature, smoke and pressure data respectively.
3 
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Algorithm 3: Scheduling algorithm. 

Data : tasks with QoS requirements, location of sensor nodes 

Result : task allocation 

begin 

1. When there are m tasks T = { T 1 , T 2 , .., T m 

} in the system

at time t 

// Task pre-processing 

2. for each task T i in T do

if T i ==time critical then
insert into scheduler queue Q 

end 

else 
perform task grouping using Algorithm 2 

construct CCT sets and identify the leader(s) 

insert leader(s) into Q 

end 

end 

// Potential nodes selection and task allocation 

3. while size(Q) > 0 do
select potential sensor nodes ( c 1 , c 2 , .., c k ) on the basis

of tasks’ spatial requirements

assign weights to each potential node c i
divide the sensing work among potential sensors

end 

end 
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Fig. 5. Redundant task removal.
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he visibility application on the other hand has two tasks ( B 1 , B 2 )

f sensing smoke and luminosity data respectively. According to

lgorithm 2 , after considering the serv ice _ type and spatial require-

ents of the tasks, there will be four CCT sets { A 1 }, { A 2 , B 1 }, { A 3 }

nd { B 2 }. Since A 2 poses the strictest delay requirement among its

elonging CCT set members (see Table 3 ), it is selected as a leader.

hile other CCT sets have only a single member. Once A 2 , A 1 , A 3 

nd B 2 are selected as leaders, scheduler searches for the potential

ensors based on the spatial requirement and required serv ice _ type

f the leaders. This process is followed by the assignment of lead-

rs to the potential sensor nodes. 

Tasks A 2 and B 1 require data for a duration of t 1 (10 time units)

nd t 2 (5 time units) respectively given that the sensing rate of the

otential sensors is s r bits/unit time where t 2 < t 1 , then task B 1 is

aid to be less demanding. Thus, the fetched bits are distributed

mong A 2 and B 1 as t 1 × s r bits and t 2 × s r bits respectively. The

etched bits of information by tasks A 2 , A 1 , A 3 are provided to the

re detection application ( A ). Similarly information bits fetched by

 2 is shared with task B 1 of visibility measurement application ( B )

long with data fetched by B 2 . 

. System analysis

The performance analysis of task pre-processor and EMS is pre-

ented in this section. Further the proposed mechanism is vali-

ated by theoretical analysis. 

.1. Performance analysis of task pre-processor 

Task pre-processor’s efficiency is measured in terms of mini-

izing the number of Class 1 and Class 2 type tasks entering into

he WSN. Further the credibility of selected leader(s) are evaluated

sing a fitness function ( Eq. 10 ). We considered the same simula-

ion parameters (task arrival follows the Poisson distribution with

 mean of 20 time units and the maximum number of tasks is

8) as considered in [14] to test the efficiency of our model. We

onducted a number of experiments for varying amount of in-

oming tasks in each time unit. The task sharing concept used in
Please cite this article as: S. Bharti, K.K. Pattanaik, Task requirement aw
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14] does not provide a clear mechanism to reduce the number

f tasks in the network. Thus we do not choose to compare our

esults with SACHSEN. We choose UMADE [15] and Semi-random

pproaches to compare the results in terms of number of tasks en-

ering in WSN to be scheduled. UMADE is a QoS aware approach

ith the objective of quality of monitoring while Semi-random is

 non QoS aware approach which does not consider the QoS re-

uirements of the tasks and assigns a sensor node randomly from

 list of candidate sensor nodes. Fig. 5 shows a comparison be-

ween UMADE, Semi-random schemes and TRAPS in terms of num-

er of tasks scheduled in WSN. Since UMADE and Semi-random

chemes do not pre-process the tasks the number of tasks sched-

led is equal to the number of tasks arrivals at gateway. Due to

ask pre-processing the number of tasks scheduled in TRAPS is less

han the number of task arrivals at gateway. Since number of tasks

n the network affects network parameters including traffic, appli-

ation end-to-end delay and energy consumption, reducing num-

er of tasks entering into WSN helps in reduced redundant net-

ork traffic increased network lifetime. 

To evaluate the efficiency of the leader(s) selection process, it is

ecessary to evaluate the fitness of the selected leader(s). Leader(s)

election is modeled as a two-objective problem where one is

o minimize the difference between the spatial requirements and

vailable sensor node location; and the second is to minimize the

elay in order to meet the temporal requirements of the tasks be-

onging to CCT sets. One can assume CCT set members as the so-

utions of the aforementioned problem of leader(s) selection. This

ection evaluates the fitness of CCT set members and selects the

ttest member as leader(s). 

Table 4 shows six sample tasks { T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , T 4 , T 5 , T 6 } in a

ime slot with their spatial and temporal requirements, respec-

ively. Algorithm 2 computes the CCT sets as { T 1 , T 5 }, { T 2 , T 6 }, { T 4 },

 T 6 } and the selected leader(s) are { T 5 , T 6 , T 3 , T 4 }. We used five

andom locations where the sensor nodes are available to serve

hem and conducted experiments to test the fitness of T 1 , T 5 and

 2 , T 6 . 

Figs. 6 and 7 show the fitness comparison of Tasks. The fitness

alues are obtained using Eq. 10 where both variables are nor-

alized. Tasks with higher fitness value are selected as leader(s).

ask’s higher fitness value indicates low d a and tolerable delay

hich implies the selected leader(s) can meet the requirements of

tself and other tasks in its CCT set. This experiment states that

hen a sample of incoming tasks is taken at a time unit, the num-

er of tasks to be scheduled in the WSN is reduced from six to

our. 
are pre-processing and Scheduling for IoT sensory environments, 
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Table 3

Example of two applications with their corresponding tasks.

Task x coordinate y coordinate service_type Tolerable delay (Time units) Execution duration (Time units)

A 1 4 5 Temperature 2 7

A 2 4 5 Smoke 3 10

A 3 4 5 Pressure 2 8

B 1 4 5 Smoke 4 5

B 2 4 5 Luminosity 3 9

Table 4

Tasks’ spatial and temporal requirements.

Task x coordinate y coordinate Tolerable delay (seconds)

T 1 2 3 8

T 2 3 4 7

T 3 1 2 9

T 4 1 5 4

T 5 2 4 5

T 6 3 5 4

Fig. 6. Fitness comparison of Task 1 and Task 5.

Fig. 7. Fitness comparison of Task 2 and Task 6.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Impact of different temporal requirements and value of K on tasks’ temporal

deadline.
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In order to observe the reaction of task pre-processor when

tasks with different temporal requirements are supplied and the

effect of number of CCT sets; value of K (see Algorithm 2 ), exper-

iments were performed with different values of K with increasing

variance in the temporal requirements of the tasks. The variance

in the temporal requirements of the tasks represents the differ-
Please cite this article as: S. Bharti, K.K. Pattanaik, Task requirement aw
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nce in tasks’ time requirements. For example (see Fig. 8 ), variance

alue of 2 represents that supplied tasks’ temporal requirements

re close to each other. Similarly, a higher variance represents the

emporal requirements of tasks are wide apart. The following ex-

eriment was performed with 50 tasks in each task set. Five sam-

les of task sets with different variance in temporal requirements

2, 4, 6, 8, 10) are supplied and the reaction of task pre-processor

s recorded in terms of percentage of tasks meeting deadline from

ach set. 

Fig. 8 depicts that when K = 8, there are more number of clus-

ers implying more number of smaller size CCT sets that helps in

atisfying temporal constraints of the tasks. Thus the temporal re-

uirement variance does not affect much in this case but as the

luster size increases ( K = 6 and 4) the percentage of tasks meet-

ng their temporal requirements decreases (more number of tasks

n each CCT set). On the other hand, large value of K does not help

uch at task reduction stage whereas small value of K put tasks

emporal requirements at risk. So, the optimum value of K should

e taken in order to avoid such issues. 

.2. Performance analysis of EMS 

As discussed in Section 4.2 , we use DTMC in order to predict

he energy consumption of sensor nodes. We assume that the tran-

ition probability matrix P is known a priori to EMS. P is obtained

y using discreet time event simulation and realized during the

eployment stage. In order to calculate P , more than 50 (70% ne-

otiable and 30% non-negotiable) sensing tasks (no data processing

equirement) with varying attribute values are supplied. The tasks

pecify their attributes including number of bits to be sensed in

 given time interval so that the sensors can adjust their sending

ate accordingly. A sample task format is shown in Table 5 . 

The expected values in P exactly represents the average num-

er of transitions between each pair of two states. After the

imulation of over 10 0 0 sensor nodes transitions the transition
are pre-processing and Scheduling for IoT sensory environments, 
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Table 5

A sample task format to obtain P .

Attribute Value

Start time 2 s

Stop time 20 s

Required information 100 bits

Target location [45 .4, 10.7]

Service type Temperature data

Table 6

Simulation parameters for EMS.

Parameter Value

e t 50 × 10 −9 J/bit

e r 50 × 10 −9 J/bit

Power index ( n ) 2

e id 40 × 10 −9 J/bit

Bit rate ( B ) .25 Mbit / s

Range (r) 1342m

Transmission power (T) 30dBm
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Fig. 9. Energy consumption prediction.

Fig. 10. Sample task graph.
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robability matrix obtained is 

 = 

⎛ 

⎝ 

2 / 7 5 / 7 0 

1 / 5 2 / 5 2 / 5 

2 / 13 7 / 13 4 / 13 

⎞ 

⎠ (19) 

Simulation parameters used for this module(mentioned in

ection 4.2 ) are shown in Table 6 . 

In order to check the correctness of the proposed energy pre-

iction model, we tested our mechanism for different number of

asks in the network. This energy prediction mechanism is the

rst of its kind for IoT scenario. Thus we could not find any other

echanism to compare our results. We first injected our generated

ask graphs in the network where sensor nodes are distributed

niformly. Each sensor nodes’ residual energy levels are recorded

ccording to each task. In order to record the actual energy con-

umption of a sensor node required by incoming task, we divided

he energy consumption into three main blocks [21] : E NET (for

ata communication/networking), E ACQ (for data acquisition) and

 PRC (for data processing). The energy consumed by communica-

ion block can be expressed (by Eq. 20 ) in terms of the energy re-

uired to send a bit E trans , and the time between the consecutive

its T i 
bit

. 

 NET = 

∑ N bits 

i =1 
E trans 

T i 
bit

(20) 

 ACQ is expressed by Eq. 21 for the regular monitoring of the re-

uired parameter. 

 ACQ = E SMP .N S (21) 

here E SMP is the energy needed to acquire on sample and N S is

he total number of samples acquired. Since there is no process-

ng of data, the E PRC has been ignored in this paper. Then, our

rediction mechanism is applied on the same network with same

ask graphs. Fig. 10 illustrates a sample task graph where T 1 is

he leader and T 2 , T 3 and T 4 are the other members of CCT set

hich depend on T 1 . Fig. 9 shows the energy consumed by a node

hen number of tasks targeted to that node are varying. The pro-

osed mechanism has a good accuracy rate with overall Root mean

quare deviation [10] value of 0.028. 

The objective of EMS is mainly to reduce the traffic generated

ue to energy information exchange between sensor nodes and

ink. Proposed mechanism is non-message exchange based and

hus reduces the network traffic which results in energy saving of

ensor nodes. 
Please cite this article as: S. Bharti, K.K. Pattanaik, Task requirement aw
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.3. Performance analysis of TRAPS 

In order to analyze the proposed mechanism, a queuing model

f type M /G/1 [9] is considered. According to this model, the en-

ire sensor network acts as a server where task arrival rate λ fol-

ows Poisson distribution, tasks service time μ is unknown;follows

 general distribution and of no specified queue size. 

The average number of tasks in the network according to M /G/1

odel can be represented as 

 = 

λ2 E[ μ2 ] 

2(1 − λE[ μ]) 
+ λE[ μ] (22)

verage amount of time a task spends in the network is repre-

ented as 

 = 

λ2 E[ μ2 ] 

2(1 − λE[ μ]) 
+ E[ μ] (23)

qs. 22 and 23 depicts both E [ μ] and λ are tunable parameters

hat affect L and W . In the context of our work if the average

umber of tasks entering ( L ) and the average amount of time a

ask spends in the network ( W )can be controlled while meeting

he desired QoS aspects, the overall service cost of servicing a task

s reduced. As a result, a fair amount of network resources is saved

hich is one of the objectives of our work. Since all time criti-

al tasks are scheduled directly, we consider only the tasks coming

rom task pre-processing module for analysis. 

Considering four tasks belonging to a CCT set with temporal

equirements R 1 temp � d 1 , R 
2 
temp � d 2 , R 

3 
temp � d 3 , R 

4 
temp � d 4 and task

 having strictest delay requirement among all then task 4 is se-

ected as leader and will be the one serviced by the network. Task
are pre-processing and Scheduling for IoT sensory environments, 
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Fig. 11. Impact of increased non-negotiable tasks on energy consumption.
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4 will complete its required services within a delay constraint of

d 4 � d 1 , d 2 , d 3 which reduces the overall service time of entire

CCT set. 

This argument confirms that proposed mechanism helps in re-

ducing the average time spent by a task in the network. It can also

be inferred that small values of W results in enhanced network

lifetime. Another objective of the proposed mechanism is to reduce

the number of tasks in a slot τ . Leader(s) being a subset of CCT set

it results in reduced λ, leading to small values of L . 

Considering Eqs. 22 and 23 , the total service cost C s for servic-

ing the tasks is: 

 s = L × W (24)

It is evident that the proposed mechanism minimizes both L and

W and so the total service cost. 

Proposition. Assuming that selected leader(s)’ temporal require-

ments are satisfied by WSN, every task’s temporal requirements

belonging to corresponding CCT set will be satisfied. 

Proof. Assume, for the purpose of contradiction, in spite of ignor-

ing network delay and congestion, leader(s) are not able to sat-

isfy the temporal requirements of the tasks belonging to corre-

sponding CCT set. In this scenario, leader(s) do not have strictest

delay bounds among the belonging CCTs. In that case, there is

some other task g belonging to the CCT set having delay bound

d g < d leader ( s ) . According to Definition 2 , leader(s) are selected on

the basis of strictest delay bounds. So both task g and selected

leader(s) can not be the leaders until and unless d g = d leader(s ) .

So d g � d leader ( s ) . This contradicts the assumption and ensures the

proposition. �

6. Performance evaluation

Performance of the proposed gateway design is evaluated by

simulating the scenario in OPNET 18.0 modeler. Since the proposed

gateway design is modular, we test the performance of task pre-

processor and EMS individually. As the scheduler uses these two

modules to schedule the incoming tasks from Internet in energy

efficient manner, the performance of the complete gateway design

when all modules put together is measured in terms of its effects

on sensor network lifetime, application end-to-end delay and sen-

sor network load. 

6.1. Parameters setup 

The simulation parameters used in the experiments includes

task, system and energy parameters. The task arrival follows Pois-

son distribution with the mean time of 100 s. The number of ap-

plications ( = 3) and number of tasks in each application ( = 2 to 6)

are considered same as in SACHSEN for the fair comparative anal-

ysis. The information bits required by a task are generated from a

uniform distribution ranging from 1 to 20. And the time spent in

scheduling process is considered to be far less than the minimum

temporal requirement of the task belonging to CCT set. 

System consists of a heterogeneous WSN with 1 pan coordina-

tor and sensor nodes ranging from 1 to 100. All sensor nodes are

considered to have the same sensing ranges. A cluster based multi-

hop WSN topology is considered for the simulation. The energy

parameters settings are given in Table 4 . As shown in Fig. 11 , as

the number of non-negotiable tasks increases in the network, the

energy consumption also increases. But in many real time scenar-

ios, the number of non-negotiable tasks in the network are much

less than the negotiable ones. The experiments stated in the next
Please cite this article as: S. Bharti, K.K. Pattanaik, Task requirement aw
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ection are performed with the 70% of negotiable and 30% of non-

egotiable tasks in the network. The value of K for all the experi-

ents is set to be 6. The comparison with SACHSEN and MARAEE

s done for the β value of 1 throughout the experiments. 

.2. Effects on network parameters 

TRAPS is evaluated by studying its effects on Network output

oad and Energy consumption. SACHSEN and Semi-random task

llocation schemes are considered as references for comparative

nalysis. 

SACHSEN is a QoS aware task allocation scheme with the ob-

ective of coming up with a trade-off between available network

esources and QoS requirements. SACHSEN selects the candidate

odes for a task based on their location and task’s spatial require-

ents which is similar to our proposed scheme. Instead of select-

ng one sensor node for a task (as in SACHSEN), TRAPS selects

ore than one sensor nodes on the basis of their proximity to

he task’s spatial requirement and divides the task among candi-

ate sensor nodes based on their residual energy values. SACH-

EN uses application data sharing approach to reduce the traffic in

he network. Semi-random approach is a non QoS aware approach

hich selects the candidate sensor nodes based on the spatial re-

uirements of task but selects one sensor node randomly among

he candidate sensor nodes. Fig. 12 shows the effects of all three

chemes on network load which is the function of the total traf-

c in the network. As seen from the figure, the network load in

ACHSEN and TRAPS is less when compared with semi-random

pproach. Network load is measured in terms of number of bits

ransmitted per second. Due to the task sharing mechanism used

y SACHSEN and TRAPS, they are able to reduce the network traf-

c which results in less network load. On the other hand Semi-

andom does not use such approach to reduce the network traffic

hich results in increased network load. As the number of tasks

ncreases in the network, the network load measured in TRAPS is

ess as compared to SACHSEN. SACHSEN uses piggybacking for en-

rgy state information exchange which increases the packet size

nd number of bits transmitted, while maintaining the number of

ackets same as in TRAPS. On the contrary, in TRAPS, EMS uses

rediction based energy state information monitoring and incur no

xtra overhead which results in low network load. 

Energy is the key parameter in resource constrained environ-

ents such as WSNs. Fig. 13 shows the average energy consump-

ion of a sensor node in the deployed network. When all three
are pre-processing and Scheduling for IoT sensory environments, 
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Fig. 12. Network output load for all three allocation schemes.

Fig. 13. Average energy consumption of a node for all three allocation schemes.
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Fig. 14. Application end-to-end delay for all three schemes.

Fig. 15. System lifetime comparison for different values of task inter-arrival times.
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chemes were tested for their energy efficiency, it was found that

nergy consumption increases as the number of tasks increases

n the network (as shown in Fig. 13 ). In this experiment SACH-

EN performs better over semi-random since only lifetime based

pplication are considered [14] . The reason behind SACHSEN out-

erforming semi-random is due to its task sharing mechanism. On

he other hand semi-random is a non QoS aware scheme which

chedules every task. This increases the network traffic which re-

ults in high energy consumption. It is shown in Fig. 13 that, ini-

ially, SACHSEN and TRAPS perform equally well but as the num-

er of tasks increases in the network, TRAPS is found to be more

nergy efficient. As can be inferred from Eq. 17 , energy consump-

ion increases with number of bits transmitted. The piggybacking

pproach used in SACHSEN results in extra bits overhead in the

etwork which leads to more energy consumption as compared to

RAPS. 

.3. QoS assessment 

The WSN QoS requirements can be classified into two cate-

ories: application specific QoS and network specific QoS [20] .

or the experiments, we consider end-to-end delay and network

ifetime as application specific QoS and network specific QoS re-

pectively. The end-to-end delay is measured using M/G/1 queu-

ng model which includes service time, network transmission time

nd waiting time in the queue. SACHSEN does not study the ef-
Please cite this article as: S. Bharti, K.K. Pattanaik, Task requirement aw
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ects of the task allocation mechanism on application end-to-end

elay. Since we are considering negotiable and non-negotiable ap-

lications in this paper, the application end-to-end delay becomes

he crucial parameter of study. As shown in Fig. 14 , as the number

f tasks increases, end-to-end delay of SACHSEN and Semi-random

pproaches increases as well. On the other hand, TRAPS experi-

nces less end-to-end delay as compared to the other schemes.

his is because the task pre-processor module in TRAPS consid-

rs both spatial and temporal requirements before scheduling the

eader(s) in the network. Tasks with strictest delay requirements

re selected as leader(s) so that they can satisfy the temporal re-

uirements of all the tasks belonging to the CCT set. SACHSEN does

ot consider such temporal requirements of the tasks which re-

ults in poor performance when comes to end-to-end delay. Semi-

andom experiences less end-to-end delay than SACHSEN because

t allocates the sensor nodes randomly to the incoming tasks with-

ut considering any QoS requirement which reduces the best sen-

or node selection time. 

Network lifetime is the most important QoS parameter in con-

ext of resource constrained environments such as WSN. Since the

ailure of a single node in the network can leave the network dis-

onnected. In order to assess the network lifetime, we consider

ean Time to Failure (MTTF) as the measured parameter. In this

xperiment, MTTF is the time a sensor node is expected to last in

peration. Network lifetime is directly proportional to the sensor

ode’s MTTF as a single node failure may lead to network discon-

ection and halt the ongoing task executions. Fig. 15 shows the
are pre-processing and Scheduling for IoT sensory environments, 
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comparison between TRAPS, SACHSEN and MARAEE in terms of

MTTF when tasks with different inter arrival times are injected

in the network. MARAEE is another QoS aware task scheduling

algorithm with an objective of increasing network lifetime while

maintaining the applications requirements. As shown in Fig. 15 ,

initially when the number of tasks are more in the network, the

MTTF for a node is less as compared to when the task arrival rate

decreases. 

TRAPS outperforms SACHSEN and MARAEE in terms of MTTF of

sensor nodes in the network. It is to be noted that average en-

ergy consumption in the network and network lifetime are two

different parameters considered in this paper. SACHSEN performs

nearly as good as TRAPS in terms of energy consumption but lacks

when comes to network lifetime. Network lifetime depends upon

the fair task distribution among the sensor nodes. In SACHSEN and

MARAEE, a single node serves the task whereas in TRAPS, task is

distributed among the available sensor nodes in proportion to their

residual energy levels. Fair task distribution increases MTTF of sen-

sor nodes which results in increased network lifetime. 

7. Conclusion and future work

This paper presents TRAPS mechanism at the gateway. An ana-

lytical model for the problem scenario is developed and evaluated

with the help of simulation. Obtained results justify the efficacy

of the proposed concept in terms of reduction in the amount of

task executions and overall service cost. Further simulations re-

veals that proposed scheme outperforms existing task allocation

schemes in terms of application end-to-end delay, network load

and energy consumption. Scheduling on the basis of nodes’ re-

maining energy resulted in fair distribution of tasks which implies

improved network lifetime. 

Future work includes partially executed tasks and other appli-

cation specific QoS parameters. 
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